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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Lucky 7 Naps 
Win Bet - Southwell 14:50 - Style De Garde @ 6/4 

Value Wins 
Win Bet - Exeter 17:15 - Coopers Square @ 3/1 

The Master Plan   
Win Bet - Pontefract 14:00 - Arctic Sea @ 9/2 
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So Far Are... 
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


City Face Test At Tottenham’s New Home  
Manchester City have won the League Cup, play Watford in the final of the FA Cup 
and only have Liverpool to beat to win the Premier League. The quadruple is alive 
and kicking but the biggest challenge is winning the Champions League. Tonight’s 
quarter-final first leg match at Tottenham’s new stadium will be a huge test. This 
time last year City could not handle the welcome or atmosphere at Anfield and were 
soundly beaten by Liverpool 3-0 and could not overturn that result in the reverse 
match at the Etihad. MANCHESTER CITY are 9/4 with bet365 to win the Champions 
League.   


City have only failed to win two of their last 23 matches and have won the last eight. 
Only Manchester United have won the FA Cup, Premier League and Champions 
League in the same season (1998/99) but City can go one better by winning the lot. 
They have played eight times in the Champions League this season and those 
meetings have produced 34 goals. Tottenham have been impressive in the 
Champions League and their four forward threats are fit and ready. In a potentially 
high scoring match the best bet is BOTH TEAMS TO SCORE at 8/13 with Coral.  


In the other quarter-final match Liverpool are at home to Porto where they have not 
conceded in seven of their last nine matches in the Champions League. Liverpool 
are the shortest-priced favourite to progress to the last four and beat the same 
teams 5-0 on aggregate in the last 16 last season. They continue to win matches 
with late goals and Porto could be stubborn opponents tonight. Porto have the best 
defensive record in domestic football in Portugal and a narrow defeat tonight keeps 
them in then tie. LIVERPOOL TO WIN TO NIL looks interesting at 10/11 with bet365.   


The richest race in Britain today is the Class 2 handicap over one mile and two 
furlongs at Pontefract (4.30). Dukhan will have the ground to suit but a five pounds 
hike in the weights after a win on his last start 164 days ago may be too much to 
handle. Central City is stepping up in grade but keeps on improving and could be 
ahead of the handicapper. However, AASHEQ is definitely well handicapped so is 
the more solid option and can be backed at 6/1 with Coral to win this race. 


Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


It was incredible to see TIGER ROLL win his 2nd national! It confirmed what we said 
that the horse looked unbeatable despite the weight burden. He goes down in 
history as the 2nd horse ever to win 2 nationals' unbelievable achievement! 


The Scottish National runs on Saturday. It looks like the ground will be good or 
firmer so that rules out plenty of soft ground horses. We were hoping Glen Rocco 
would go but sadly he has an abscess in his foot and although it's healing well he 
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wouldn't want the ground to firm up so they will put him away as they look towards 
last year's National. That is unless the ground is soft for the Bet365 chase at 
Sandown. 


This horse needs a trip to be seen at his best. Certainly, one for the notebook! 


On the Flat this year we have a horse to watch out for in training with HUGO 
PALMER the horse is ANIMATEUR and he is a lovely looking Chestnut colt one of 
the first crop of sire ANJAAL. He looks a strong powerful type who walks well and 
has a lovely long stride. He's a very impressive looking 2-year-old and I expect him 
to really make his mark this year. Hugo has kept a share of this horse for himself and 
I think that could be significant. 


Another horse to look for is the Mark Johnson trained STREAK LIGHTNING another 
Chestnut 2-year-old from NIGHT OF THUNDER looks an imposing sort with plenty 
of scope and plenty of class on the Dam side as well. This horse has all the 
attributes to be world class. I just hope he can show it on the track. NIGHT OF 
THUNDER looks an excellent prospect as a sire. I've seen plenty of his first season 
crop and they are a very handsome bunch and I'm pretty sure he will make his mark 
as a great sire this year and for years to come.


CLICK HERE - Discover Unity Racing Investments! 

The Effects of The Draw On Flat Turf Courses In 
Ireland - By High Roller Racing


Do you back horses on the Flat in Ireland? Do you take into account the draw your 
horse has? Were you aware that the draw can affect the chance that your horse has 
of winning?


I will try to deal with courses and distances that have a bias and if I don't mention a 
track or distance it is because there is normally no bias.


The Curragh has a slight bias to high drawn horses over 7, 8, and 10 furlong trips. In 
general this is a very fair course with sprint distances seemingly has no bias.


On the all weather at Dundalk middle to low drawn horses seem to have an 
advantage and approximately 50 per cent of winners in handicaps over six furlongs 
have been won by the bottom third in the draw when 10 plus runners. Over a mile 
there seems slight favour in a low draw. The remaining distances, including 7 
furlongs, seem to have little bias.


Gowran Park is a very fair track but over 7 furlongs on soft ground a high draw 
seems an advantage but on firm ground it's a low draw that appears better.
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Down Royal has a favour in sprints for middle to high draw. This is no surprise 
though as the highest draw is next to the rail. The 5 furlong trip turns sharply right 
two furlongs out this further advances the high draw bias. Over 7 furlongs the 
middle to high draw is again favourable.


Fairyhouse has a bias on softer ground in 6 and 7 furlong races where a high draw is 
most important. Over 9 and 10 furlongs there is a bias towards high drawn numbers 
and the low drawn horses struggle to join the party at Fairyhouse.


Ballinrobe has an advantage to high drawn horses over 5,6 and 7 furlongs.


Bellewstown has an interesting stall bias requiring usually a middle to high draw in 
sprints but a low draw over a mile. It is very interesting that the horse drawn in stall 
one over a mile in 10 plus runner handicaps have won 6 of 16 races here in recent 
seasons.


Cork has no bias in its sprint distance races but over 7 furlongs you need a high 
draw and results show this to be a very strong bias. Horses drawn in stalls 1 - 4 
seem to have very poor results. Low drawn horses also struggle over 8 and 10 
furlong trips where a middle to high draw has a definite advantage.


Galway seems to stage a lot of races over 7 furlongs and it is shown a high draw 
seems essential. The bias seems to even out over 8 furlongs yet low drawn horses 
seem to struggle over 12 furlongs at Galway.

The courses mentioned today seem to have the most interesting of bias to draw in 
Ireland. Courses not mentioned seem to have little bias overall.

   

My service High Roller Racing is approximately 14 points in profit, as I write, so far 
this month of April. We are building a winning profile month after month for our 
members and the service is now affordable to all of you at a minimum cost of £10 
for 7 days that’s the cost so far in April... the return being about £1,400 profit to a 
£100 per point stake or pro rata to smaller stakes. This service makes money for its 
customers. To join follow the link below. 


CLICK HERE And Become A High Roller! 
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